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Abstract
Recently integral representations for the eigenfunctions of quadratic open Toda
chain Hamiltonians for classical groups was proposed. This representation generalizes
Givental representation for An. In this note we verify that the wave functions defined
by these integral representations are common eigenfunctions for the complete set of
open Toda chain Hamiltonians. We consider the zero eigenvalue wave functions for
classical groups Cn and Dn thus completing the generalization of the Givental con-
struction in these cases. The construction is based on a recursive procedure and uses
the formalism of Baxter Q-operators. We also verify that the integral Q-operators for
Cn, Dn and twisted affine algebra A
(2)
2n−1 proposed previously intertwine complete sets
of Hamiltonian operators. Finally we provide integral representations of the eigenfunc-
tions of the quadratic Dn Toda chain Hamiltonians for generic nonzero eigenvalues.
1E-mail: lebedev@ihes.fr
2E-mail: Sergey.Oblezin@itep.ru
1 Introduction
In [GLO] we provided integral representations for zero eigenvalue wave functions of open
Toda chain quadratic Hamiltonian operators corresponding to the classical series of finite
Lie algebras Bn, Cn, and Dn. This representation generalizes Givental representation for An
[Gi]. In this short note we verify the eigenvalue properties for the full set of the Hamiltonian
operators for Cn and Dn open Toda chains. We also give as an example of the integral
representations for generic eigenvalues the explicit expression for the wave function of Dn
Toda chain.
We use a recursive representation of the common eigenfunctions of the full sets of Cn
and Dn Toda chain Hamiltonians. The integral recursive operator is naturally represented
as a composition of two elementary integral operators with simple integral kernels. The
interesting property of these elementary integral operators is that they relate Cn and Dn
wave functions. This is the main reason why we consider these two cases together.
Baxter Q-operator is a key tool in the theory of quantum integrable systems [B]. It plays
the role of the generator of quantum Backlund transformations and was explicitly constructed
for A
(1)
n closed Toda chain in [PG]. It was noted in [GKLO] that the recursive operators for
An open Toda chain obtained as a limit of Q-operators of A
(1)
n Toda chain play the crucial
role in the construction of the Givental integral representation. In [GLO] we generalize
this relation by constructing A
(2)
2n−1 Baxter Q-operator and demonstrating that Cn and Dn
recursive operators can be obtained from A
(2)
2n−1 Baxter Q-operator in a similar limit. The
properties of the recursive operators are then follows from the commutation relation between
quantum L-operator and Q-operator of A
(2)
2n−1 closed Toda chain. In this note we verify that
the integral Q-operators for A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain introduced in [GLO] commute with the full set
of A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain Hamiltonians. The proof is based on the explicit commutation relations
with L-operator for Toda chain. In a certain limit this leads to the commutation relations
between recursive operators and Hamiltonian operators of Cn andDn open Toda chains. The
fact that the wave functions constructed in [GLO] are common eigenfunctions of the full set
of the Toda chain then easily follows form the commutation relations. The use of A
(2)
2n−1
is not very essential in this construction and is dictated by the simplicity of the resulting
degeneration procedure. For example similar relations exist between Q-operators for C
(1)
n and
D
(1)
n and recursive operators for Cn and Dn. These constructions will be presented elsewhere
together with a complete account of the constructions of the Baxter Q-operators, recursive
operators and integral representations of wave functions for all classical series [GLO1].
The plan of this note is as follows. In Section 2 we recall explicit expressions for the
Baxter Q-operator for A
(2)
2n−1 given in [GLO] and prove that it commutes with the full set
of A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain Hamiltonian operators. In Section 3 we derive recursive operators for
Cn and Dn as a certain limit of the A
(2)
2n−1 Baxter Q-operator. We prove the intertwining
relations of the recursive operators with Hamiltonians of Cn and Dn Toda chains. In Section
4 integral representations of the eigenfunctions of Dn Toda chain quadratic Hamiltonian
operators for generic eigenvalues are given.
Finally in the Appendix we explicitly check that thus obtained wave functions forD2 open
2
Toda chain can be reduced to a product of the wave function of two independent A1 Toda
chains. Although it is a consequence of the isomorphism D2 = A1 ⊕ A1 the transformation
is rather nontrivial and serves as an independent check of our construction.
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supported by the grant RFBR 04-01-00642. D. Lebedev is grateful to Institute des Hautes
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2 Baxter Q-operator for A
(2)
2n−1
In this section we recall the construction of Q-operator for A
(2)
2n−1 and explicitly check that
it commutes with the full set of A
(2)
2n−1 closed Toda chain Hamiltonians. Let us start with
the description of A
(2)
2n−1 closed Toda chain. For the relevant facts on the root systems see
[K],[DS]. The detailed description of the corresponding Toda chains can be found in [RSTS].
Let us fix an orthonormal basis {e1, . . . , en} in R
n. Simple roots of the twisted affine root
system A
(2)
2n−1 can be the represented in the following form
α1 = 2e1, αi+1 = ei+1 − ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 αn+1 = −en − en−1, (2.1)
The corresponding Dynkin diagram is given by
α1 =⇒ α2 −−−→ . . . −−−→ αn−1 −−−→ αny
αn+1
To construct L-operator of the closed Toda chain corresponding to an affine root system
one should chose an evaluation representation of the corresponding affine Lie algebra. Let
{ei, hi, fi} be a bases of the twisted Lie algebra g corresponding to root system A
(2)
2n−1. We
define the evaluation representation of ĝ as follows (see e.g. [DS]). Consider the following
homomorphism
pi : ĝ −→Mat(2n,C)⊗ C[u, u−1] (2.2)
defined explicitly as
pi(e0) = u(E1,2n−1 + E2,2n)/2, pi(f0) = 2u
−1(E2n−1,1 + E2n,2),
pi(ei) = Ei+1,i + E2n+1−i,2n−i, pi(fi) = Ei,i+1 + E2n−i,2n+1−i,
pi(en) = En+1,n, pi(fn) = 2En,n+1,
pi(h0) = (E1,1 − E2n,2n) + (E2,2 −E2n−1,2n−1),
pi(hi) = (Ei+1,i+1 −Ei,i) + (E2n+1−i,2n+1−i − E2n−i,2n−i),
pi(hn) = 2(En+1,n+1 − En,n)
(2.3)
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where (Eij)kl = δikδjl in a standard bases in Mat(2n,C). The evaluation homomorphism
then defined by the evaluation at a particular value of the variable u.
Then classical L-operator for A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain has the following form in this represen-
tation
L(p, x; u) =
n∑
i=1
pxi
(
Ei,i −E2n+1−i,2n+1−i
)
+ qi(x)
(
Ei,i+1 − E2n−i,2n+1−i
)
−
(
Ei+1,i −E2n+1−i,2n−i
)
+ 2q0(x)
(
E2n−1,1 − E2n,2
)
−
u
2
(
E1,2n−1 − E2,2n
)
,
(2.4)
where qi(x) = e
(αi,x) and x =
∑n
i=1 xiei. The space of L-operators (2.4) provides a model for
the phase space of the classical A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain. The quantum L-operator is obtained by
the standard substitution pxj = −i~∂xj .
L(∂x, x; u) =
n∑
i=1
−i
(
Ei,i −E2n+1−i,2n+1−i
) ∂
∂xi
+ qi(x)
(
Ei,i+1 − E2n−i,2n+1−i
)
−
(
Ei+1,i − E2n+1−i,2n−i
)
+ 2q0(x)
(
E2n−1,1 − E2n,2
)
−
u
2
(
E1,2n−1 − E2,2n
)
.
(2.5)
Classical Hamiltonian operators of the Toda chain are given by the coefficients of the
characteristic polynomial of L
det(L(u)− λ) = u+
1
u
+
N∑
i=k
h2k(p, x) λ
2n−2k (2.6)
For example the quadratic Hamiltonian generator is given by
H
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (x) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
p2xi + e
2x1 +
n−1∑
i=1
exi+1−xi + e−xn−xn−1 (2.7)
In [GLO] we introduced the following integral operator defined by the integral kernel
Q
A
(2)
2n−1
(xi, zi) = exp(
i
~
F(xi, zi)) = (2.8)
= exp
i
~
{
g1e
x1+z1 +
n−1∑
i=1
(
exi−zi + gi+1e
zi+1−xi
)
+ exn−zn + gn+1e
−xn−zn
}
,
The action of the Q-operator on the functions is given by
(Q
A
(2)
2n−1
f)(xi) =
∫ n∧
i=1
dzi QA(2)2n−1
(xi, zi) f(zi) (2.9)
Note that F is a generating function of the canonical transformation corresponding to the
integral operator in the classical limit.
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It was shown in [GLO] that thus defined integral operator (2.8) intertwines quadratic
Hamiltonian operators H
A
(2)
2n−1
2 for different coupling constants
H2(xi, ∂xi , gi)Q(xi, zi) = Q(xi, zi, gi)H2(zi, ∂zi , g
′
i) (2.10)
where we use the quadratic Hamiltonian operators
H
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (x) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
p2xi + 2g1e
2x1 +
n−1∑
i=1
gi e
xi+1−xi + gngn+1e
−xn−xn−1 (2.11)
and the relation holds for gi = g
′
n+2−i = 1, i 6= 1 and g1 = g
′
n+1 = 2 (see [GLO] for details). In
the following we will assume that these particular coupling constants are chosen. Also note
that in (2.10) and in the following similar identities we shall assume that the Hamiltonian
operator on l.h.s. acts on the right and the Hamiltonian on r.h.s. acts on the left.
Let us show that the integral operator Q commutes with all Hamiltonian operators of
A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain. The prove is based on the following result.
Theorem 2.1 Let L(xi, ∂xi, gi, u) be a quantum L-operator given by (2.5) and Q(xi, zi) be
an integral kernel (2.8). Then the following relation holds
R(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)L(xi, ∂xi, gi, u)Q(xi, zi, u) = Q(xi, zi, u)L(zi, ∂zi, g
′
i, u)R(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)
where matrix R is given by
R(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u) =
(
ex1+z1 En,1 +
u
2
E1,n
)
+
n∑
i=0
(
ezi−xi−1 En+1,i+1 − uEi,n+i
)
+
(
e−xn−zn E2n,n+1 +
u
2
En+1,2n
)
+
n∑
i=1
(
exn+1−i−zn+1−i Ei,n+i − En+i,i
) (2.12)
The proof is straightforward and reduces to the verification of the matrix identity
R(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)L(xi, pxi, gi, u) = L(zi, pzj , g
′
i, u)R(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u) (2.13)
where
px1 =
∂F
∂x1
= ez1+x1 + ex1−z1 − ez2−x1, pxi =
∂F
∂xi
= exi−zi − ezi+1−xi , (2.14)
pzi = −
∂F
∂zi
= exi−zi − ezi−xi−1 , pzn = −
∂F
∂zn
= e−xn−zn + exn−zn − ezn−xn−1 (2.15)
Note that the identity (2.13) follows from the following representations of the pair of
L-operators
L(xi, pxi, gi, u) = R R
∗, L(zi, pzi, g
′
i, u) = R
∗ R, (2.16)
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where R is given by (2.12) and relations (2.14) are implied. The involution R → R∗ is the
involution that describes the twisted affine Lie algebra A
(2)
2n−1 as a fixed point subalgebra of
A
(1)
2n−1 (see [DS] for the details). The equations (2.16) implies that L is in the image of A
(2)
2n−1.
We would like also note that the similar type of relations was used in the theory of
Darboux maps (see [AvM],[V]).
Example 2.1 In the case of n = 4 adopt the following notations
ai = e
xi−zi, d0 = e
x1+z1, di = e
zi−xi−1, dn = e
−xn−zn .
In these terms we get for L(xi, pxi, gi, u) with gi = 1

a4 − d4 a4d3 0 0 0 0 −u/2 0
−1 a3 − d3 a3d2 0 0 0 0 −u/2
0 −1 a2 − d2 a2d1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 a1 + d0 − d1 2a1d0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 −a1 − d0 + d1 2a2d1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 −a2 + d2 a3d2 0
2u−1d3d4 0 0 0 0 −1 −a3 + d3 a4d3
0 2u−1d3d4 0 0 0 0 −1 −a4 + d4


.
Then we have
R =


0 0 0 −u/2 ex4−z4u 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −u ex3−z3u 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −u ex2−z2u 0
2ez1+x1 0 0 0 0 0 −u ex1−z1u
−1 ez2−x1 0 0 0 0 0 −u/2
0 −1 ez3−x2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 ez4−x3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 2e−z4−x4 0 0 0


(2.17)
and
R∗ =


0 0 0 1/2 ex1−z1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 ex2−z2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 ex3−z3 0
2u−1e−z4−x4 0 0 0 0 0 1 ex4−z4
u−1 u−1ez4−x3 0 0 0 0 0 1/2
0 u−1 u−1ez3−x2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 u−1 u−1ez2−x1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 u−1 2u−1ez1+x1 0 0 0


Taking into account (2.13) we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1 The following identity holds
det(L(xi, pxi, gi, u)− λ) = det(L(zi, pzi, g
′
i, u)− λ) (2.18)
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The same reasoning goes for the quantum L-operators. Let H
A
(2)
2n−1
i (xi, ∂xi, gi) be a full set
of the commuting quantum Hamiltonian operators for A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain given by the quan-
tization of the classical Hamiltonian operators (2.6). The quantization uses the recursive
representation for the characteristic polynomial of the quantum L-operator and is based on
the special properties of the matrix differential operator (2.5). Then the following intertwin-
ing relations holds
H
A
(2)
2n−1
i (xi, ∂xi , gi)Q(xi, zi) = Q(xi, zi)H
A
(2)
2n−1
i (zi, ∂zi, g
′
i)
Let us stress that the constructed integral operators intertwine the Hamiltonians of the
A
(2)
2n−1 Toda chain with different coupling constants. It was explained in [GLO] that to get
the Baxter Q-operator for A
(2)
2n−1 commuting with the Hamiltonians one should apply the
elementary intertwining twice
QA
(2)
2n−1(x1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , yn) =
∫ n∧
i=1
dziQ(x1, . . . , xn; z1, . . . , zn)× (2.19)
×Q(y1, . . . , yn; z1, . . . , zn).
3 Recursive operators for Cn and Dn
In this section we prove the intertwining relations between recursive operators for the full set
of Hamiltonian operators for for Cn and Dn open Toda chains. These commutation relations
can be also obtained from the analogous properties of Baxter Q-operator of A
(2)
2n−1 Toda
chain in a certain limit.
We start with the description of Cn and Dn Toda chains. The root system Cn and Dn
and the Hamiltonian are defined in terms of the orthonormal basis {e1, . . . , en} in R
n as
follows. Simple roots of the root system Cn are given by
α1 = 2e1, αi+1 = ei+1 − ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 αn+1 = −en − en−1, (3.1)
The corresponding Dynkin diagram is
α1 =⇒ α2 −−−→ . . . −−−→ αn−1 −−−→ αny
αn+1
Simple roots of the root system Dn are given by
α1 = 2e1, αi+1 = ei+1 − ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 αn+1 = −en − en−1, (3.2)
The corresponding Dynkin diagram is
α1 =⇒ α2 −−−→ . . . −−−→ αn−1 −−−→ αny
αn+1
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Classical Hamiltonian operators hCni of Cn Toda chain are given by the coefficients of the
characteristic polynomial
det(L(x, p)− λ) =
∑
i
hiλ
n−i
(3.3)
where L operator is given by
LCn(x, p) =
n∑
i=1
pi
(
Ei,i − E2n+1−i,2n+1−i
)
+
qi(x)
(
Ei,i+1 + E2n−i,2n+1−i
)
−
(
Ei+1,i − E2n+1−i,2n−i
) (3.4)
Similarly classical Hamiltonian operators of Dn Toda chain are given by the coefficients of
characteristic polynomial (3.3) of the following L-operator
LDn(x, p) =
n∑
i=1
pi
(
Ei,i − E2n+1−i,2n+1−i
)
+
n−1∑
i=1
qi(x)
(
Ei,i+1 + E2n−i,2n+1−i
)
−
(
Ei+1,i −E2n+1−i,2n−i
)
+
2qn(x)
(
En−1,n+1 + En,n+2
)
− (En+1,n−1 + En+2,n)
(3.5)
The corresponding quantum Hamiltonians are obtained by the standard quantisation
procedure. Thus for the quadratic Hamiltonian operators we have
HCn2 (zi) = −
1
2
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂z2i
+
n−1∑
i=1
ezi+1−zi + e−2zn ,
HDn2 (xi) = −
1
2
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+
n−1∑
i=1
exi+1−xi + e−zn−zn−1
(3.6)
In [GLO] the integral operators intertwining quadratic Toda chain Hamiltonian operators
for different elements of the classical series Cn and Dn were proposed. Integral operator
defined by the kernel
QDnCn (xi; zi) = exp
i
~
FDnCn (xi; zi) = exp
i
~
{ n−1∑
i=1
(
exi−zi + ezi+1−xi
)
+ exn−zn + e−xn−zn
}
, (3.7)
satisfies the following intertwining relation
HCn2 (xi, ∂xi)Q
Cn
Dn
(xi, zi) = Q
Cn
Dn
(xi, zi)H
Dn
2 (zi, ∂zi). (3.8)
Similarly integral operator defined by the following kernel
Q
Cn−1
Dn
(xi; zi) = exp
i
~
F
Cn−1
Dn
(xi; zi) = exp
i
~
{ n−1∑
i=1
(
ezi−xi + gie
xi+1−zi
)
+ gne
−xn−zn−1
}
, (3.9)
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satisfies the following intertwining relation
HDn2 (xi, ∂xi)Q
Cn−1
Dn
(xi, zi) = Q
Cn−1
Dn
(xi, zi)H
Cn−1
2 (zi, ∂zi) (3.10)
In the classical approximation (3.8) is reduced to the identity
HCn2 (xi, pxi) = H
Dn
2 (zi, pzi) (3.11)
where the following expressions for the momenta variables are implied
pxi =
∂FDnCn
∂xi
= exi−zi − ezi+1−xi,
pxn =
∂FDnCn
∂xn
= exn−zn − e−zn−xn 1 ≤ i < n,
(3.12)
pz1 = −
∂FDnCn
∂z1
= ex1−z1, pzi = −
∂FDnCn
∂zi
= exi−zi − ezi−xi−1,
pzn = −
∂FDnCn
∂zn
= exn−zn + e−zn−xn − ezn−xn−1, 1 < i < n.
(3.13)
Similarly (3.10) is reduced in the classical approximation to
HDn2 (xi, pxi) = H
Cn−1
2 (zi, pzi) (3.14)
where the following expressions for the momenta variables are implied
px1 =
∂F
Cn−1
Dn
∂x1
= −ez1−x1, pxi =
∂F
Cn−1
Dn
∂xi
= exi−zi−1 − ezi−xi,
pxn =
∂F
Cn−1
Dn
∂xn
= exn−zn−1 − e−zn−1−xn , 1 < i < n,
(3.15)
pzi = −
∂F
Cn−1
Dn
∂zi
= exi+1−zi − ezi−xi,
pzn−1 =
∂F
Cn−1
Dn
∂zn−1
= e−zn−1−xn + exn−zn−1 − ezn−1−xn−1 , 1 ≤ i < n− 1.
(3.16)
Toda chains corresponding to the root systems Cn and Dn can be obtained from A
(2)
2n−1
Toda chain using an appropriate limiting procedure. To do this explicitly one should ex-
plicitly introduce the coupling constant in Toda chains. It was shown in [GLO] that the
operator
Q
A
(2)
2n−1
(xi, zi) =
i
~
expF(xi, zi) = (3.17)
= exp
i
~
{
g1e
x1+z1 +
n−1∑
i=1
(
exi−zi + gi+1e
zi+1−xi
)
+ exn−zn + gn+1e
−xn−zn
}
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satisfies the following relation
H
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (xi)QA(2)2n−1
(xi, zi) = QA(2)2n−1
(xi, zi)H˜
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (zi) (3.18)
for the quadratic Hamiltonians associated to the root system of type A
(2)
2n−1:
H
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (xi) = −
1
2
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+ 2g1e
2x1 +
n−1∑
i=1
gi+1e
xi+1−xi + gngn+1e
−xn−xn−1 (3.19)
and
H˜
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (zi) = −
1
2
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂z2i
+ g1g2e
z1+z2 +
n−1∑
i=1
gi+1e
zi+1−zi + 2gn+1e
−2zn (3.20)
Taking the limit g1 → 0 we obtain that Q-operator
QDnCn (xi; zi) = limg1→0
Q
A
(2)
2n−1
(xi, zi) (3.21)
intertwines
HCn2 (zi) = lim
g1→0
H˜
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (zi) (3.22)
and
HDn2 (xi) = lim
g1→0
H
A
(2)
2n−1
2 (xi) . (3.23)
These Hamiltonians are naturally associated with root systems of type Cn and Dn respec-
tively that are isomorphic to certain root sub-systems in the affine root system of type A
(2)
2n−1.
Thus this limit procedure provides the L-operators associated to the root sub-systems of
types Cn and Dn.
Note that the limiting operator QDnCn (xi; zi) in general intertwines Hamiltonians of Toda
chains with different coupling constants except last ones. Thus the following operators :
HCn2 (zi) = −
1
2
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂z2i
+
n−1∑
i=1
g′i+1e
zi+1−zi + 2gne
−2zn (3.24)
and
HDn2 (xi) = −
1
2
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+
n−1∑
i=1
gi+1e
xi+1−xi + gn−1gne
−zn−zn−1 (3.25)
are intertwined by the integral operator with the kernel
QDnCn (xi; zi) = exp
{ n−1∑
i=1
(
γie
xi−zi + βie
zi+1−xi
)
+ exn−zn + gne
−xn−zn
}
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where
γi =
n−1∏
k=i
g′k
gk
, βi = gi
n−1∏
k=i+1
gk
g′k
1 ≤ i < n . (3.26)
Taking the limit g′1 → 0 we obtain
H
Cn−1
2 (zi) = lim
g′1→0
HCn2 (zi) (3.27)
Thus the intertwiner
QDnCn−1(xi; zi) = lim
g′1→0
QDnCn (xi; zi) (3.28)
satisfying
HDn2 (xi)Q
Dn
Cn−1
(xi, zi) = Q
Dn
Cn−1
(xi, zi)H
Cn−1
2 (zi) (3.29)
Therefore all the recursive operators can be obtained from A
(2)
2n−1 Baxter Q-operators in
different limits. This implies that the generalization of the intertwining relations (3.8) and
(3.10) to the full set of the Hamiltonians of Cn and Dn open Toda chains can be obtained
from (2.18), (2.19) using the limiting procedure described above. The following commutation
relations with L operators are the analog of the Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.1 Let LCn(xi, ∂xi , gi, u) be a quantum L-operator of Cn Toda chain and
let LDn(xi, ∂xi, gi, u) be a quantum L-operator of Dn Toda chain. Then the following inter-
twining relations for the kernels (3.7),(3.9) of the integral operators hold
M(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)L
Cn(xi, ∂xi , gi, u)Q
Dn
Cn
(xi, zi, u) = (3.30)
= QDnCn (xi, zi)L
Dn(zi, ∂zi , g
′
i, u)M(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)
N(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)L
Dn(xi, ∂xi , gi, u)Q
Cn−1
Dn
(xi, zi, u) = (3.31)
= Q
Cn−1
Dn
(xi, zi)L
Cn−1(zi, ∂zi , g
′
i, u)N(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u)
where matrices M and N are given
M(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u) =
n∑
i=1
(
Ei,i + e
zi−xi−1 Ei,i+1
)
+
(
exn+1−i−zn+1−i E2n+1−i,2n+1−i + E2n+1−i,2n−i
)
+
(
e−xn−znEn,n+1 −
1
2
En+1,n
) (3.32)
N(xi, zi, gi, g
′
i, u) =
n∑
i=1
(
exi−zi Ei,i −Ei+1,i
)
(
E2n+1−i,2n+1−i − e
zn+1−i−zn−i E2n−i,2n+1−i
)
+
(
e−xn−znEn,n+1 +
1
2
En+1,n
) (3.33)
Similar to the case of A
(2)
2n−1 the commutation relations (3.30),(3.31) provide the quantum
intertwining relation with Cn and Dn Hamiltonian operators. This leads to the proof of
the zero eigenvalue property for the full sets of the Hamiltonian operators applied to the
corresponding wave functions [GLO].
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4 Integral representation of generic Dn eigenfunctions
In [GLO] integral representations for zero eigenvalue wave functions of Dn Toda chain
quadratic Hamiltonian operators were given. In this Section we generalize these representa-
tions to the case of generic eigenvalues.
Following [GLO] we represent the wave functions of Dn Toda chain using the recursive
integral operators. Let us define an integral recursive operator by the following kernel
Q DkDk+1(xk+1,i, xk,j, λk+1) =
∫ k∧
i=1
dzk,i exp
{
ıλk+1(
k+1∑
i=1
xk+1,i +
k∑
i=1
xk,i − 2
k∑
i=1
zk,i)
}
×
×
(
e−xk+1,k+1 + e−xk,k
)2ı λk+1 × (4.1)
×Q CkDk+1(xk+1,1, . . . , xk+1,k+1; zk,1, . . . , zk,k)Q
Dk
Ck
(zk,1, . . . , zk,k; xk,1, . . . , xk,k),
where
Q CkDk+1(xk+1,i, zk,i) = exp
{ k∑
i=1
(
ezk,i−xk+1,i + exk+1,i+1−zk,i
)
+ e−xk+1,k+1−zk,k
}
, (4.2)
Q DkCk (zk,i, xk,i) = exp
{ k∑
i=1
(
exk,i−zk,i + ezk,i+1−xk,i
)
+ exk,k−zk,k + e−xk,k−zk,k
}
. (4.3)
One can straightforwardly verify that the following intertwining relations holds
HDk+1(xk+1,j) Q
Dk
Dk+1
(xk+1,j , xk,j, λk+1) = Q
Dk
Dk+1
(xk+1,j, xk,j, λk+1) (H
Dk(xk,j) +
1
2
λ2k+1),
where quadratic Hamiltonian operators are given by
HDk(xk,j) = −
1
2
k∑
j=1
∂2
∂x2k,j
+
k−1∑
i=1
exk,j+1−xk,j + e−xk,k−xk,k−1. (4.4)
Consider the wave function for Dn Toda chain satisfying the eigenfunction equation
HDn(x) ΨDnλ1,··· ,λn(x1, . . . , xn) =
1
2
(
n∑
i=1
λ2i ) Ψ
Dn
λ1,··· ,λn
(x1, . . . , xn). (4.5)
Then it can be represented in the following integral from
ΨDnλ1,··· ,λn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∫ n−1∧
k=1
k∧
i=1
dxk,i e
ıλ1x11
n−1∏
k=1
Q DkDk+1(xk+1,j, xk,j, λk+1), (4.6)
where xi := xn,i.
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Let us note that there is another form of the integral representation for the kernel of the
recursive operator (4.1)
Q DkDk+1(xk+1,j, xk,j, λk+1) =
1
Γ(2ı λk+1)
∫ k∧
i=1
dzk,i dyk ×
× exp
{
ıλk+1(
k+1∑
i=1
xk+1,i +
k∑
i=1
xk,i − 2
k∑
i=1
zk,i + 2yk+1)
}
×
×Q CkDk+1(xk+1,1, . . . , xk+1,k+1; zk,1, . . . , zk,k; yk)Q
Dk
Ck
(zk,1, . . . , zk,k; xk,1, . . . , xk,k; yk).
(4.7)
where
Q CkDk+1(xk+1,i; zk,i, yk) = exp
{ k∑
i=1
(
ezk,i−xk+1,i + exk+1,i+1−zk,i
)
+ e−xk+1,k+1−zk,k + e−xk+1,k+1−yk
}
,
Q DkCk (zk,i; xk,i, yk) = exp
{ k∑
i=1
(
exk,i−zk,i + ezk,i+1−xk,i
)
+ exk,k−zk,k + e−xk,k−zk,k + e−xk,k−yk
}
.
This integral representation can be easily described in terms of the appropriate Givental
diagram. The detailed discussion of the relation with the geometry of Dn flag spaces and
the results for other classical finite and affine Lie algebras will be presented in [GLO1].
5 Appendix: Wave function for D2
Open Toda chain for the root system D2 can be represented as a couple of non-interacting
A1 Toda chains. This is a consequence of the isomorphism D2 = A1 ⊕ A1. Quadratic
Hamiltonian operator of D2 Toda chain is given by
HD2(x) = −
1
2
2∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+ ex22−x21 + e−x22−x21 (5.1)
Changing the variables
ξ = x22 − x21, η = x22 + x21, (5.2)
one transforms HD2 into the sum of two A1 Hamiltonians:
HD2(x) = 2HA1(ξ) + 2HA1(η) := 2
(
−
1
2
∂2
∂ξ2
+
1
2
eξ
)
+ 2
(
−
1
2
∂2
∂η2
+
1
2
e−η
)
. (5.3)
The additional quartic D2 Hamiltonian commuting with (5.1) is given by H
D2
4 (x1, x2) =
HA1(ξ)HA1(η). Let Ψλ1,λ2(x21, x22) be an eigenfunction of the quadratic D2 Hamiltonian
HD2(x) ΨD2λ1,λ2(x) = (
1
2
λ21 +
1
2
λ22) Ψ
D2
λ1,λ2
(x) (5.4)
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Taking into account (5.3) one can represent the eigenfunction as a product of two eigenfunc-
tions of A1 Hamiltonians as
Ψλ1,λ2(x21, x22) = χλ2−λ1
2
(−x22 − x21)χλ2+λ1
2
(x22 − x21), (5.5)
where χν(y) satisfies the equation(
−
1
2
∂2
∂y2
+
1
2
ey
)
χν(y) =
1
2
ν2χν(y). (5.6)
Solutions of (5.6) can expressed through Macdonald function as follows
χν(y) = K2ıν(2e
y) = −
e2piν
2
∞+ıpi∫
−∞+ıpi
e2ıν(x+y) exp
{
e−x + ex+2y
}
dx. (5.7)
Below we explicitly demonstrate the factorisation (5.5) using the integral representation
for D2 Toda chain wave function described in the previous Section.
The eigenfunction of HD2 has the following integral representation (see (4.6) for n = 2))
ΨD2λ1,λ2(x21, x22) =
∫ ∫
dx11dz11dy exp
{
ıλ2(x22 + x21)− ı 2 λ2(z11 − y) + ı(λ2 + λ1)x11
}
×
× exp
{
ez11−x21 + ex22−z11 + e−x22−z11 + ex11−z11 + e−x11−z11 + e−x22−y + e−x11−y
}
.
(5.8)
One can integrate explicitly over y to get the following representation
ΨD2λ1,λ2(x21, x22) = Γ(2ıλ2)
∫ ∫
dx11dz11
(
e−x22 + e−x11
)ı 2λ2 ×
× exp
{
ıλ2(x22 + x21)− ı 2 λ2 z11 + ı(λ2 + λ1)x11
}
×
× exp
{
ez11−x21 + ex22−z11 + e−x22−z11 + ex11−z11 + e−x11−z11
}
.
(5.9)
Let us introduce new variables
ξ = x22 − x21, η = x22 + x21, z
′
11 = z11 −
x22 + x21
2
, x′11 = x11 −
x22 + x21
2
. (5.10)
Then
ΨD2λ1,λ2(x21, x22) = Γ(2ıλ2)
∫ ∫
dx′11dz
′
11
(
e−x22 + e−x
′
11+
η
2
)ı 2λ2
×
× exp
{
− ı
(λ2 + λ1)
2
η − ı 2 λ2 z
′
11 + ı(λ2 + λ1)x
′
11
}
×
× exp
{
ez
′
11+
ξ
2 + e
ξ
2
−z′11 + ex
′
11−z
′
11 + e−
ξ
2
−η−z′11 + e−x
′
11−z
′
11−η
}
.
(5.11)
Define new variable as follows
eτ = e−z
′
11−η
(
e−
ξ
2 + e−x
′
11
)
, (5.12)
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et = ex
′
11−z
′
11−
ξ
2
−η
(
e−
ξ
2 + e−x
′
11
)
. (5.13)
As a result we obtain the following integral representation
ΨD2λ1,λ2(x21, x22) = Γ(2ıλ2)
∫ ∫
dτdt exp
{
− ı
(λ2 − λ1)
2
η + ı (λ2 − λ1)+
+ı
(λ2 + λ1)
2
ξ + ı(λ2 + λ1)t
}
exp
{
e−τ + eτ−η + e−t + et+ξ
}
=
= 4e−2piλ2 Γ(2ıλ2) Kıλ2+λ1
2
(2e
ξ
2 )K
ı
λ2−λ1
2
(2e−
η
2 ).
(5.14)
Thus we have demonstrated that the proposed integral representation for Dn Toda chain
wave functions is compatible with the factorization of D2 Toda chain.
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